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 Julius and Dora Children’s Centre, Maseno, Kenya  
 

Newsletter 24       Autumn 2022 (sent in December)  
 

From Flossie Adoyo, Director and ‘Mum’ of the J&D Children’s Centre: 

Receive greetings from us here at the Julius and Dora Children’s Centre (J&D). We are all well and 
thanking God for His faithfulness.  

We give God thanks for you, friends of J&D, for working so hard to ensure that we are cared for and can 
be educated in our various schools.  

We also thank God for your support in all other areas of our lives. Most of us children came to J&D when 
we were just one day old, and now look at us! This is something to truly, truly thank God for!!!! We are 
sincerely grateful and continually thank God for you, for your unfailing love and support. We pray that 
God will bless you abundantly.  

 

Visit to the Animal Park 

Yesterday (2nd December) 
we had a very exciting day! 
As a Christmas treat, we 
took all the children to the 
“Impala Park” which has 
many wild African animals. It 
is near Kisumu (our nearest 
large town, on the shores of 
Lake Victoria). This was 
made possible through a 
special Christmas donation 
made by some supporters – 
thank you! 

 

 

The children enjoying dressing up in some amusing costumes, hats 
and crowns belonging to the park. 

We did see a real wild lion, though not quite as close and cuddly as 
this stuffed one! 
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My sister Eugeniah Adoyo is visiting us (see more later), and she 
has taken the photos & written a description of the day for you: 

“None of the children had been to the Animal Park before, and it 
was the first time that many of the younger children had been 
on a trip like this - they were thrilled! 

For the journey we all crammed into a large van and a couple of 

cars. The children all wore their special J&D tee-shirts so nobody 

would get lost! In addition to the adults, each of the older 

children took responsibility for a younger child and held them by 

the hand as we were walking around the park. We saw many 

exciting animals including zebras, impalas, lions, lots of monkeys 

and ostriches. 

Our picnic lunch at the Park  

 

The previous night our 

kitchen and care staff had 

made buckets full of 

mandasi (like doughnuts). 

For a special treat we took 

some fizzy drinks and 

bought three huge Pizzas 

which were divided among 

everybody.  

 

Playing games with the 

empty Pizza boxes 

afterwards. 
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Then we had a short boat trip on Lake 

Victoria – the first time any of the 

children had been in a boat. They had a 

lot of fun and come back home 

extremely happy and tired”.  

 

An overview of the children: 

As of now we have 32 children in total 
at the Julius and Dora Children’s 
Centre.  

We still have the children who have 
been with us since birth, who are aged 
0 – 14, and are well and happy. Also 
we have adopted a couple more 
abandoned new-born babies over the 
past year.  

We were able to find space for the 
new babies here because we had managed to find homes for 8 of the older children who were sent to us 
in 2017-18 from inadequate orphanages that were being closed. We have fostered these older children 
for around 4 years, and now after much effort we’ve managed to track down members of their 
extended families who were happy to take them in.  

Two brothers, Samuel and Emmanuel who we’ve looked after for nearly 2 years, were at last reunited 
with their mother in July this year. She was released from prison (having served a sentence for 
manslaughter in self-defence after killing the violent father of her boys). 

For the past 6 months we have been caring for a baby we called ‘Blessing’. She had been abandoned at 

birth and was found lying outdoors by a lady called Sara. Sara wanted to keep the baby (which is very 

unusual because of the superstition about abandoned babies being cursed). However, the court said the 

baby had to be placed 

at J&D for 6 months 

while they look to see 

if they can find the 

mother. The mother 

could not be found, so 

now the 6 months are 

over and Sara went 

back to Court and was 

awarded the baby. 

She is very happy! 

The Julius and Dora 

home in Maseno, with 

the rocky hill behind. 

Our palm tree is 

growing well! 
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We have 14 children who study at boarding school: 
Riziki, Steven and Baraka are at Secondary school.  
The other 11 children are currently at Primary schools: the boys are Emmanuel, Andala, Job, Imani, 
Clinton and Enos. The girls are: Joyce, Zawadi, Lulu, Milakon, Zubeda and Marianna. 

There are also 3 children at the local Primary day school - Moses, Clinton and Enos.  

We have 13 young pre-school children being taught by our own Nursery teacher, Grace.  
They are: Kensley, Edward, Fabian, Fidel, Naomi, Caroline, Chantelle, Rayson, Philip (aka Kipchoge), 
Jonathan (aka Lucky), Abigail, Mercy and Elvis.  
 
We also have two new babies who have arrived since I wrote the last Summer newsletter, a girl and a 
boy - Maximilia Sarah and Davies Simon.  
 

We are always under pressure to give a home to more abandoned babies. However, we can’t accept 
them all and have to limit our numbers because of space, costs, and our desire to stay as a family who 
all know each-other well, not expand into an impersonal institution.  
 

Baptism  

Our six youngest 
children / babies are 
between the ages of 6 
months to 2.5 years -     
3 girls and 3 boys. They 
are very happy children 
and have not given us 
any health problems so 
far. They all came to us 
when they were infants.  
We took them for 
baptism at our local 
Anglican Church (where 
we worship regularly) on 
11th September 2022.  

The babies ready for 
baptism. 

They are seated with me 
(Flossie). Sitting behind me is Jonathan. On my lap are Davies and Maximillia. Then next to me is Elvis, 
then Mercy, and Abigail at the end. 

It was a lovely baptism service – although during the baptism the sight of the Archdeacon, who was 
baptising them, made them scream their heads off led by Abigail! The only one who did not cry was 
Mercy. She was very calm and just gazed at the Archdeacon as he poured water on her face and made 
the sign of the cross. 

 

All our children are now at home for the holidays.  

Those who study at boarding school have recently arrived home. Four of them had to stay longer at 
school for a few days to take exams. See the photo below:  
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We spent a day recently (23rd November) at Mumias Central school praying for the students who are 
going to take their national exams. It is a big ceremony organised by the school and lasts all day. (All the 
schools do this, even the government schools that were not established by missionaries. It is very 
different from England!). 

 
Two of our J&D children are doing exams at this school in Mumias - Andala and Emmanuel.  
Here they are at the front with special garlands round their necks. Our own J&D Nursery teacher Grace is 
on the left, with me Flossie at the back in the middle, and my other sister Joan on the right.  

The prayer ceremony started at 8:30am and we only arrived back home at 17:30. There was a huge 
communion service outside with all the parents and students, followed by the blessing of water and 
sprinkling it on the students.  

Visit by our Chair of Trustees 

As I mentioned earlier, Eugeniah is currently visiting Kenya for 6 weeks 
and staying with me in my room at the J&D centre in Maseno (I am her 
sister Flossie, “Mum” at J&D).  

Revd Eugeniah Adoyo is the Chair of the UK-based charity “The Friends of 
Julius and Dora Children’s Centre”, the sole purpose of which is to raise 
support for caring for the children at J&D in Kenya. She has been in the 
UK for about 40 years, is a retired Church of England Vicar, and lives in 
Weymouth, Dorset. 

She has come with our other sister Joan, who also lives in England. It is 
lovely to see them, after such a long time being prevented by the Covid-
19 pandemic. Eugeniah is looking forward to celebrating Christmas with the children. 
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Our staff at J&D 

I have not written or sent photos of our support staff at J&D in previous newsletters, so I thought you 
would like to see the people who help me care for our children. They each have their special 
responsibilities, although they also share in general care as needed. 

 

Left: This is Grace, who is our own full-time Nursery 

School teacher at J&D.  

Grace trained as a Nursery teacher in the UK, and is 
very skilled and creative with the smaller children 
who are not yet old enough to go to Primary school.  

She also helps me (Flossie) with overseeing the 
other staff. 

 

Teacher Grace and I are thinking of starting a 
kindergarten based at J&D next year if we can get 
the necessary papers from the Ministry of Education 
to allow us to admit fee-paying children from 
outside.  

This would help raise money to support the running 
of the J&D home, and it would also be good for our J&D children to get to know other ‘outside’ children 
at an early age. We hope that longer-term it might also help local families to change their superstitious 
beliefs about abandoned children being cursed.  

It would not create too much extra work for Grace as she is already teaching our own children. 

 

Twoma (Sorry no photo of him - he is a 

teacher from the local school in Maseno) 
also helps to give some of our older 
children extra tuition at weekends and in 
the holidays.  

 

 

 

Right: Monica, who mainly looks after the 

babies and smaller children. 
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Jacintha, who mainly does the washing and 

cleaning at J&D. 

Washing for so many children is a big job as it all 
has to be done by hand! 

 

 

 

 

 

This photo is an average day’s-worth of washing 
drying in the sunshine in our garden. 

 

 

Gardener Julius 
Our old gardener, Stephen, has recently left. Now we have a local man Julius as our new gardener (still 
on probation). He is responsible for maintaining our garden, growing our vegetables, and teaching and 
helping the children with gardening skills. 

Nightwatchman Simon Owuor 
Simon is responsible for guarding the J&D ‘compound’ at night, protecting us and keeping burglars 
away. (This is necessary because many local people are poor and there is a lot of theft). 
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Here is Melissa, who is a wonderful cook and does 

nearly all the cooking for the children. 

The children sometimes help her, both boys and girls. 
We want them all to learn to cook, even though in Kenya 
traditionally men are not supposed to interfere with the 
cooking! 

 

 

 

 

This picture is of 
Melissa cooking for 
the children in our 
‘old’ kitchen, which 
was just a hut 
(separate from the 
main house in case 
of fire), with a 
traditional hearth 
on the floor.  

This was before the 
new kitchen and 
dining room were 
opened in October 
this year (See 
photos below) 

 

 

The new J&D dining hall, kitchen and store. 

We are very excited because now we have a proper kitchen and dining room with much more space and 
facilities (compared with the photo above!).  

The local SIV club (the branch of Soroptimist International at Vihiga) have been constructing a 

dining hall, kitchen and store-room for the children here at J&D’s as their charity project for this year. 
We had a big opening ceremony on 20th October 2022. The building is more-or-less complete except for 
the floor, which is just concrete and needs tiling, and we do not yet have tables or benches.  

The Soroptimist ladies raised and spent about 4.5 million Kenya shillings (£30,483 sterling) on the 
building over the past year. We really thank God for this, and thank the ladies for their generosity.  

Up until now our children usually had to eat outside sitting on the grass in the garden (luckily it is warm 
here in Maseno and does not rain too often!). So the dining room makes meal-times much easier and 
more comfortable. The large dining tables and benches which we hope to have, will also be very useful 
for the children to use for doing their home-work and for creative activities.  
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Below are some pictures of the dining room building, taken just before the opening ceremony. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

At the opening 
ceremony - here are 
some of the 
wonderful ladies 
who are members 
of the Soroptimist 
International Vihiga 
club, who have 
generously raised 
the money to build 
the dining room and 
kitchen. 
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Below are most of the J&D children, some wearing their special J&D tee-shirts (“Together we Excel”). 
The Soroptimist ladies are at the back, standing in front of the new dining room, with the original J&D 
accommodation house in the background. 

 

Here is more information about how the children are getting on. 
 

I (Flossie) often have talks with the girls (individually and in informal groups), and I am glad to say they 
are very open, willing to share and to learn. Sometimes I initiate the discussions and sometimes they will 
initiate it. For example, I will come home and they meet me and say “Mum, we have a secret to tell you 
and we want to talk to you when we are all girls together alone and in your room at night”. Then they 
come to my room and talk till midnight asking all sorts of questions and giving me their version of things. 

I’m afraid I have not had so many discussions with the older boys because they are usually not as open 
as the girls. When asked a question, they mostly do not answer but will just look at you with blank stares 
(they are or will soon be teenagers!). Baraka and Imani are the exceptions and are very open and chatty.  

I have made arrangements with a young man who is a trained Counsellor to come during school holidays 
and have discussions with the boys. I hope that they will be able to open up and discuss any issues that 
might be bothering them. If need be, there will be individual discussions, group discussions and mixed 
(boys and girls) group discussions because I want them to understand that they are all brothers and 
sisters.  

Now I will tell you some more details about each of our children. I’ll mention their strengths and also 
some of their needs / weaknesses as I hope that you will be able to join me in praying for them.  
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I will start with the older children, telling you about them in the order of their classes at school. (This is 
not necessarily the same as their order in terms of age, because in Kenya you do not always rise up to 
the next class at school unless you have managed to learn the work at that level. Some children may 
have to stay in the same class for 2 years). 

Our Secondary School children 

Baraka, Steven and Riziki are aged 13-14. They are all enjoying being in secondary boarding school and 
really showing off to the other children! They started in April 2022 and are in their first year, in Form 
One.  

Baraka Obama (right) is at Mbita High School. He has settled well and is 
doing excellently in class work, with marks of 70% - 90% in all subjects 
except English and Physics. His teacher has promised to work more closely 
with him in areas where he has challenges. Mbita High school is a ‘national 
school’ which has a transition rate of 100% to University, but this is 
because it is very selective and only accepts the ‘cream’ of the brightest 
applicants from across the whole country.   

Steven Musheba (left) is at Friends School in Mbale. Steven is bright, but 
he came to us at J&D from another orphanage where he was not given 
much education, so he is having to catch up. 
He is doing very well in Chemistry and 
English, though he needs to work at some 
other subjects.  

 

Riziki Rael (right) is at Keveye Girls High School. She found the first term 
tough but has improved since then and is settling down.  She has done 
well in English, Chemistry and History. I am sure that as she gets used to 
the system she will do much better. She is clever and has great potential. 

Our Primary School Children 

The following 7 children are near the top end of Primary school: 

Moses Am’matsi (left) is the oldest of our children at Primary school 
and is at the local day-school. He enjoys doing practical hands-on 
things (here he is painting the doors of the Boys’ House). However, he 
is not academic and struggles at school. He is trying his best and is 
quite good in mathematics and art and craft. He hopes to get a place 
at secondary school next year but 
does not want to go to a boarding 
school. 

 

Imani Daniel (right) is at St. Peters 
Boys Boarding Primary school in 

Mumias. Here Imani is cleaning the windows of the Boys’ House. 
Imani is a very pleasant child, honest, open, hard-working and clever. 
He dreams of going to Alliance secondary School in 2024 (one of the 
most highly rated schools and the oldest in the country) and his 
teachers tell me he is putting in as much effort as he can.  
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Joyce (on the left of the photo) and Milakon on the right. 

Neema Milakon is a very bright and outgoing girl. (You may remember 
she is a Maasai girl who ran away from home because her relatives were 
violent and tried to do ‘female genital mutilation’ on her). We gave her a 
home and put her into St. Mary’s Girls Boarding Primary School in Shibuye 
(in the same class with Joyce, Zawadi and Lulu), and within her first term 
she was elected as the school’s head girl! The teachers tell me they are so 
amazed at her when she addresses school assembly, they say she is so 
good at it that one would think she has been coached. She gets high marks 
in Science and languages. At home, she is very helpful and carries out 
chores without being asked - when she notices that there is something 
that needs to be done, she just goes ahead and does it regardless of what 
the other girls are going/not doing. 

Joyce Neema – She is not intellectual but has blossomed socially this year. 
Last year she had a very negative attitude towards everybody, but now 
she is more outgoing, willing to help out around the house, attending her 
classes without being forced and being cheerful. (I did have a talk with her about it and she assured me 
she would change her behaviour for the better and she did. So, I just thank God for that!). She enjoys 
her new boarding school with Milakon, Zawadi and Lulu.  

 
Lulu/Winnie (on the left of the photo), and Zawadi (on the right)  

Zawadi Elizabeth is doing well in class and is particularly good at English. 
She works hard, completes her assignments on time and has the potential 
to excel. She is pleasant, outgoing and positive. I am encouraged with her 
progress. At home, she tries to avoid household chores by coming to my 
room, chatting and trying on my necklaces and hairbands and asking 
endless questions! 

Lulu Tamara Winnifreda - Lulu / Winnie is also doing her best at school to 
improve her grades (she’s good at English) and is very happy at St Mary’s 
Shibuye with Milakon, Zawadi and Joyce. At home, she is very helpful and 
practical  - as soon as they come home for holidays, she just takes over the 
running of the household. She even gives orders to our Care Staff and they 
obey her! You will hear them say, “It is Winnie who knows where such and 
such item is kept”. She is growing in self-confidence. 

  
 
Job Tumaini (left) is at Mumias Central Primary 
school. He is capable but is not achieving his 
potential at school and does not seem to be 
bothered about his poor grades. He is withdrawn 
and not very sociable.  
I have arranged with a counsellor to come during 
the holidays to talk to Job, so I hope this will help 
him to open up about any emotional issues he 
may have.  
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Primary school Class six: 

We have four younger children in Class 6.  

The Government has proposed creating a new school system with ‘Middle schools’, replacing the last 
years of Primary School. If this system goes ahead, it would mean our children in Class 6 would have to 
move to Middle Schools in 2023. (This is why they are having to take national exams at the moment). 
However, these Middle schools don’t exist and nothing seems to have been put in place yet!!! So we 
don’t know what will happen, and probably the children will end up staying in their Primary Schools for 
another 2 or 3 years.  

 

Emmanuel Shikuku (on the left) and Collins Andala (right) at Mumias 
Central Primary Boarding School  

Emmanuel loves cooking and at home he will always be found in the 
kitchen. At school he works hard and is doing OK in Maths, English and 
Home Science. He is quiet by nature and will not speak unless spoken to, 
so needs to take more initiative to ask questions in class when he does 
not understand something.  

Andala is by nature a bright child but is not doing as well as he could at 
school.  He is our only child who is HIV positive. He receives treatment 
and gets a special diet so feels he is ‘delicate and special’ and has become 
very demanding and uncooperative at boarding school. I think that he 
misses his home at J&D, and I am planning to transfer him to a day school 
next year.  

 

 

Zubeda Achien’g and Zubira Marianna are both at St Mary’s Girls, Primary Boarding school in Shibuye, 
with the other older girls: 

 Zubeda (right) is doing very well in school across a wide range of 
subjects. She is focused and works hard, and her teachers are happy with 
her progress. Her only failing is that when she’s at home, she tends to 
avoid helping out!  

(I try to make sure that all the children – boys and girls – learn to do 
various tasks around the home so that they will be able to run their own 
homes well when they grow up). 

Marianna (left) is very helpful when at 
home, always looking after the babies and the younger children. She is 
very kind-hearted and will usually offer to do small acts of compassion 
such as offering to massage my feet or feed a baby. She is easy-going and 
does not get offended.  However, she is absent-minded, loses things and 
forgets to do her work at school. She’s doing well in English but is not very 
strong in other subjects.   
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Primary classes 3 and 4:  
We have only one child in class 4 (Clinton Akao) and one in class 3 
(Enos Gadi), both of whom attend a Primary day school nearby in 
Maseno area: 

 

Clinton (right) planting Sukuma-wiki (kale, our staple vegetable)  
Clinton is doing very well at school in almost all his subjects, and his  
teachers are happy with his progress. At home, he is kind and helpful 
and seems to enjoy washing up after meals and doing any other 
chores that might be assigned to him. 

 

Enos Gadi practising his reading 
skills 

Enos is 8 years old. He is trying hard in his class work, has potential 
and is interested in his studies. However he missed schooling 
before he came to J&D from another orphanage, so needs to catch 
up.  He is very helpful at home and will carry out any tasks assigned 
to him without complaining. He is gentle with the younger children 
and likes to play with them and give them piggy-back rides. His 
younger brother Fidel is also with us at J&D.  

The children in our Nursery-school at J&D  

The younger children in the picture on the next page (mostly aged 2 – 6) are doing very well in their 
Nursery home-schooling program. Here below are their individual end-of-year reports from our own 
teacher Grace (starting with the older children): 

Kensley Mshindi 
Kensley is nearly 8 years old, so is quite a bit older than the others. He has mild cerebral palsy. It is 
wonderful that he has managed to learn to walk but he can’t talk, so is unable to go to Primary School. 
In spite of this he is very cheerful and joins in with Nursery school activities.   

Fabian Ushindi 
Fabian is 6 and a half years old. He is a happy and responsible child, always willing to help out and 
accommodate others. In his schoolwork he has worked well this year and is ready to move up to Primary 
School next year. In numeracy, he has learnt to solve simple problems, working with numbers, fractions 
and multiplication. 
In literacy he has learned to read short stories and answer questions and can write well. He is creative 
and can produce very good pieces of artwork. Fabian understands and speaks very good English for his 
age. He is ready to move up to Primary School in the new year.  

Fidel Brian 
Fidel is also 6 years old – he is a very active child who loves his peers and enjoys playing with them. He 
has worked well throughout the term and has acquired a lot of skills, ready to move to Primary School. 
In literacy, Fidel has learnt how to spell out simple words, read through short stories and answer 
questions about them. He is doing well in numeracy too. In environmental activities, he learnt how to 
draw some of the wild animals i.e. elephant, giraffe etc.  

Edward Nelly 
Edward is a reserved boy who rarely participates in group work but enjoys working alone. He came to us  
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from another orphanage and nobody knows how old he is. He has worked very well throughout the year 
and is ready to move to Primary School next year.  
In literacy, he listens and speaks well. He has learnt some English words and can spell them.  
In numeracy, he has learnt his numbers up to 100, can solve simple word problems and is working on his 
fractions and multiplication. He has acquired some creative skills and is able to draw and colour.  

 

Back row 
from left 
to right: 
Kensley, 
Edward, 
Fidel, 
Naomi, 
Fabian, 
and 
Rayson. 
 
Front row: 
Abigail, 
Elvis, 
Bahati, 
Carolyn, 
Jonathan 
and Philip 
Etale. 
 

Naomi Ruth 
Naomi is a happy little girl whose developmental skills are unfolding slowly each at a time. She is 6 years 
old. She has generally worked well throughout the year and can now form most of her numbers and 
letters. She can follow instructions and looks forward to school days.  

Carolyn Sara 
Caro Sara is just four - a cheerful girl who really tries to acquire and develop new skills. She has learnt to 
colour in pictures and started to recognise numbers and form them. She can recognise some alphabet-
sounds and form them too, and participates well in group discussions.  

Rayson Adams 
Rayson is shy of adults but gets along well with the other children. He has worked very hard throughout 
the year and has covered most areas in the curriculum. He can now count, write some numbers and say 
some of the alphabet. Ray enjoys singing and has learnt most songs sung in class. 

Philip Etale Kuka  
Philip is a very happy and out-going child who enjoys everything about school. He is 3 years old and has 
participated well throughout the year and has learnt a lot too. He has learnt to recognise numbers and  
sounds, and to write / speak a few of them. His grip of the pen has fully developed and he’s able to 
colour in well. 

Jonathan Obanda: 
Jonathan is a happy child who has settled in well and participates well in school activities. He finds 
English difficult but can understand and has now learnt a few words. He can colour pictures and follow 
instructions too. 
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Jonathan Bahati 
Bahati is 2 years and 8 months old. He is a confident boy who enjoys nursery school. He has settled in 
well and has learnt most of the things throughout the term. He has learnt how to use the toilet, how to 
colour and scribble too. He is able to work independently and can express himself well both to his peers 
and adults. 

 Abigail Ondiso 
Abigail is 2 and a half years old. She is a shy girl but loves school very much. She participates well in both 
group work and individual activities. She enjoys singing and knows most of kindergarten songs by heart. 
She is able to colour in pictures.  

Elvis Wanjala 
Elvis is 2 years and 6 months old. He is a happy child and a good boy who has learnt a lot throughout the 
term. He has learnt to speak, is able to hold a crayon and try to colour but he is still developing his finger 
muscles. Elvis sings along all our songs with actions and is learning to follow instructions.  

The girls’ presents to 
Flossie 

Flossie was very touched last 
week when the Primary school 
girls gave her some shoulder-

bags which they had made for 
her themselves at school. Here 
are two of the bags hanging 
round her neck! 

The girls also wrote her a very 
sweet appreciative letter: 

Thank you so much to all of you 
who pray for us and support us 
financially and in many ways. We 
are hugely grateful and none of it 
would be possible without you! 

God be with you and bless you   Flossie (Floice) Adoyo 


